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The Secret War:  New espionage thriller, hailed "absolutely 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 18, 2021. | London, UK – Following the success of The Missing Activist, and The 
Killing of the Cherrywood MP, Louise Burfitt-Dons’ The Secret War hits book shelves in 
July. This time the off-the-wall London PI takes on an Ultra-Right faction of the Chinese 
Communist Party intent on a terror mission. 
. 

The Synopsis 
A confident China plans to alter the world order 
Border expansion for her burgeoning population is an essential element.    
Bioweapons will be used as a first tester in the US 

 
An underground laboratory. A claustrophobic liner. A trail of dead mistresses. 

 
Karen Andersen, private investigator, stumbles across intelligence in a Liverpool 
University that an ultra-right faction of the CCP plan to release the hyper contagious 
virus on an unsuspecting New York City.  

 
Heading out of Southampton on a luxury cruise she has just seven days to disrupt the 
strategy. In the turmoil on board, Karen struggles to unravel the complexities. 
 
The Secret War is a contemporary thriller with action taking place in Liverpool, London, 
Beijing, Hamburg and on a transatlantic sea crossing to New York. 
 

The story behind the book 
‘My earlier books were focussed on Jihadi threats to the UK. But I wrote The Secret War 
during lockdown following the pandemic when less of that was happening on the 
streets. But the world had woken up to our vulnerability to bioterrorism which is the 
theme running through The Secret War.’  
 
Continuing, ‘Because it’s difficult to establish whether someone’s deliberately 
manufactured a lethal virus as opposed to it having developed naturally, the ‘where and 
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why’ is wide open to conjecture. So modern day spin, fake news and conspiracy 
theories are central to the story. The anti-China sentiment which came with Covid gave 
me the basic idea for the book,’ explains the author, who also credits elements to the 
harrowing first-hand account of a Chinese friend whose family escaped the Cultural 
Revolution.’ 
 
Advanced reviews have been glowing. A five stars from Readers Favorite, “An 
impressive page-turner suitable for lovers of action, conspiracy and espionage-themed 
novels. A riveting book!” 
 
Best-selling author Rizwan Sabir thrillers and counter-terrorism advisor, "Classic what-
happens-next but set in a Covid slow motion dystopia and based in utterly up to the 
minute social media undercover work, this is absolutely fascinating. I can also vouch for 
the tradecraft in it as I used to do it! An excellent continuation in Louise Burfitt-Don's 
series!" 
 
The Secret War published by New Century is available as an eBook from 21 June 2021.  
ASIN BO929f8BZ. The paperback launches on 12th July ISBN  978 91644 915 2 
 

-ENDS- 
 

*Visit www.louiseburfittdons.com/press-kit for review copies and interview requests, 
high res photos, and a full author bio. 
 
About the Author 

 
Louise Burfitt-Dons is a crime novelist and screenwriter who has worked with producers 
in the UK and the US. Recent films include Mother of All Secrets (2018), The Ex Next 
Door (2019, Lifetime) and Christmas in the Highlands Aka Christmas at the Castle 
(2020)   She stood for parliament in the 2015 General Election. In 2001 Louise set up 
the anti-bullying charity Act Against Bullying. She lives in Chiswick, West London with 
her husband Donald. 
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